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n #2 - Factoids

In the company of  Mr. George Alexander Trebek
Sony Pictures Studios’ Stage 10, Culver City, California, 2001

“Hey, a time traveler! I need to ask a favor. It seems my question writers have messed up, big-time. They’ve given me 
a bunch of facts to turn into Jeopardy! clues but something seems wrong with this list.. Care to take a look?”
>> Fine, but in return you must permanently shave your moustache.

“...it seems I have no choice. All right, you monster. I’ll do as you say.”
>> Trust me, you’ll thank me someday.

There are 6 MIT undergraduate dorms

There are six poker hands that beat a straight

There are more than 3 states in the US that start with “i”

10 quarters stacked flat on each other is higher than 1 quarter on its edge

Basketball is the only Olympic sport that starts with the letter “b”

The following logo colors make a rainbow: FedEx express, Subway, Chevron

The following keys are adjacent and/or touching on a keyboard - NBJ

The following dorms are adjacent - MacGregor, New House, Next House

All twelve characters from the original Super Smash Bros. carried over to 
Melee and Brawl.  (Hint: First letters of names of original 12 start with L, M, 
D, L, S, C, N, Y, K, F, P, J)

There’s an even number of keys on a piano keyboard

If you walk the full length of the Infinite Corridor, you will never walk through 
an even numbered building

One corner of the Rubik’s Cube has red, green and blue.

You receive MIT’s class ring, the Brass Rat, at the end of your  
sophomore year 

If you want to average 60 mph over 60 miles, and you went 30 mph for the 
first 30 miles, you would have to go 90mph for the second mile

Harvard is across the bridge (across the river) from MIT

Fewer than 50% of the elements have a single letter abbreviation

Course 19 and 23 don’t exist at MIT

There are more true statements than false statements on this quiz
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